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A knight left for dead. A country on the verge of ruin. And an evil lord rising to conquer. Sir Rowan
is the most decorated tournament knight in Cameria, but when he is attacked and left for dead,
his world collapses. Betrayed and lingering at death’s door, only a bizarre vision of his Prince
and the help of a woman dedicated to the King keeps him alive. As Rowan heals, he finds new
purpose in life through service to his King. But his beloved land of Cameria has fallen victim to
the tyranny of the Dark Knight. Rowan’s countrymen need his help taking their cities back from
the enemy, but all is not as it appears. The mysterious Sir Lijah insists Rowan’s purpose lies
elsewhere—far away from Cameria, in an ancient city and for an ancient cause. Rowan’s destiny
is greater than he ever imagined. The final battle with the Dark Knight approaches, and he must
choose where he will fight. Will he discover his true identity and purpose as a Knight of the
Prince, or will the Dark Knight claim victory for eternity?

About the AuthorChuck Black, a former F-16 fighter pilot and tactical communications engineer,
is the best-selling, award-winning author of the Kingdom Series and the Knights of Arrethtrae
series. He has received praise from parents across the country for his unique approach to telling
biblical truths. His passion in life is to serve the Lord Jesus Christ and to love his wife, Andrea,
and their six children. He lives with his family in North Dakota.
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Michael Cahill, “This CD plays just fine. There was no problem playing this CD”

Brian, “A Whole New Level of Awesome!!!. This final book of the Knights of Arrethtrae series was
really good. It ends the series by connecting to the coming again of the Prince in the Kingdom
Series. Sir Rowan is a very famous tournament knight of Cameria but has forsaken the Prince
and his ways. Then one day, all is taken from Sir Rowan when he is left for dead by the people
he trusted. Sir Rowan is then given a second chance, from the Prince, when a lady helps him.
Once he recovers, he finds all is not good in his beloved land of Cameria. The Dark Knight is
destroying Chessington's strongest ally from the inside out. Sir Rowan is then pulled in two
directions; to either help get back Cameria or go with a mysterious man who says Sir Rowan's
destiny lies elsewhere. Can Sir Rowan decide before it's to late?This was a dramatic story of
deception, truth, love, and the Prince. The story had some interesting twists and themes that are
hard to forget. The spiritual allegories were amazing as always but this time it was to a whole
new level. I was really sad that it was the last book in this series and I hope that Chuck Black
goes on to make many more books for us to enjoy. I definitely recommend this book to other
fantasy lovers of all ages.”

Jennifer L. Rawlings, “The Best Series I've read with my Son. Why are people so critical of an
amazing series like this one? My son is an avid reader at 11 years old. A friend shared this
series with us and my son ate up every book as quickly as he could. He was so moved by the
stories I would often find him in his room crying. He told me I HAD to read the stories. We got the
Audio books and have been listening to them together as a family. I have been moved beyond
comprehension. The lessons, the stories, the characters - they have all inspired my son and I in
our own walk of faith. Chuck Black has obviously been touched by the Master's hand to be able
to write such moving books.I have now introduced these books to everyone I know. I have found
no other series that moves me like these do. And this is one of my favorites. Highly highly
recommended for all ages! Kids can get AR points for them at school - but the audios are great
for parents who find it hard to sit and read.”

K. McMillan, “LOVE these books!. I can't say enough great things about these books (Knights of
Arrethtrae). My 6th and 7th grade sons LOVE Chuck Black's books. We have also read them as
a family and have not only enjoyed the stories but have had a lot of great conversations about
the spiritual allegory in the books and how it applies to our lives as followers of Jesus Christ. My
oldest son did not like to read when we first started these books but his love for reading has
grown this year due in large part to these books.”

will Ashley, “Amazing book.. It is one of the best books I've ever read! I love the way Chuck
combines biblical principles and excitement in the same book! My favorite book next to Sir



Kendrick!”

Sarah Bailey, “Love it. Love it”

Jeanette Crawmer, “CA reader. Another great book by Chuck Black...my son's favorite author
right now!”

Audrey Melendez, “Exciting tale of a stubborn knight who always wants to .... Exciting tale of a
stubborn knight who always wants to do his own thing, and then submits to the wishes of the
prince.  Plenty of action, plotting, and counter-moves!”

Samuel Timbers, “Greatest in the series!. 5 stars...must buy!”

inthemiddle, “Five Stars. Excellent reading.”

Christine's Homemade Creations, “SO great!. Would recommend this to child and adult alike.
Well written and fascinating story line :)In great condition, enjoy :)”

The book by Chuck Black has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 123 people have provided feedback.
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